Appendix 18: References to clinical studies

This appendix contains references to the studies reviewed for the previous guideline. References to studies added to the updated guideline are in appendix 17.

Service reviews, psychology reviews, pharmacology reviews

Service references

Araya 2003 [published data only]

Arthur 2002 [published data only]

Austin-Los Angeles

Azim-Alberta

Baker 2001 [published data only]

Barkley-Ontario

Basker-Jerusalem

Bateman-London-1999

Beigel-New York

Beutler 1991 [published data only]

Blair 1998 [published data only]

Blenkiron 2001 {published data only}

Boath-Stoke

Bond - USA

Bosscher 1993 {published data only}

Bowers1993 {published data only}

Bowman 1995 {published data only}

Bowman-Dublin

Bradshaw-Minnesota

Brook-Denver

Brown 1984 {published data only}

Burns - UK

Bush - USA

Callahan 1994 {published data only}

Carey-US

Case-New York

Coleman 1999 [published data only]

Comstock-Texas

Creed-Blackburn

Creed-Manchester1

Creed-Manchester2 (IK 1990)

Creed-Manchester3 (IK 1996)

Dick-Dundee-1991

Dick-Dundee1 (UK 1985)

Donnan 1990 [published data only]

Dowrick 1995 [published data only]
Dowrick C. Does testing for depression influence diagnosis or management by general practitioners? Family Practice 1995;12(4):461-465

Doyne 1987 [published data only]

Drake-New Hampshire
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Dunn 2002 [published data only]

Ettlinger-New York

Fenton - Montreal

Fink-Toronto

Fremont 1987 [published data only]

Glick-New York-1986

Glick-San Francisco

Grad-Chichester
Grad J, Sainsbury P. The effects that patients have on their families in a community care and a control psychiatric service - a two year follow-up. British Journal of Psychiatry 1968;114:265-78

Grant 2000 [published data only]

Greist 1979 [published data only]

Gudeman-Boston

Guidry-New Orleans

Guillette-Maryland

Guy-Baltimore

Hannay 1999 [published data only]

Harris 1999 [published data only]

Herman 2002 [published data only]

Herz-New York1 (US 1971)

Herz-New York2

Hirsch-London

Hogg-Glasgow

Holdsworth 1996 [published data only]

Hoult - Sydney

Hunkeler 2000 [published data only]

Inch-Saskatchewan

Jamison 1995 [published data only]

Jarema-Warsaw

Johnstone 1976 [published data only]

Kandel-US

Katon 1995 [published data only]

Katon 1996 [published data only]
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Katon 1999 [published data only]

Katon 2001 [published data only]

Katzelnick 2000 [published data only]

Kecmanovic-Sarajevo

Kiely 1986 [published data only]

Klein 1985 [published data only]

Klyczek-US

Konieczynska-Warsaw

Kris-US-1965

Kritz-Silverstein 20 [published data only]

Kuldau-California
Kuldau JM, Stanley J, Dirks JD. Controlled evaluation of a hospital-originated community transitional system. Archives of General Psychiatry 1977;34:1331-40

Labbe 1988 [published data only]

Landreville 1997 [published data only]

Levenson-Houston

Lewis 1996 [published data only]

Liang-Taipei

Lin 2001 [published data only]

Linn-USA-1979

Linn 1980 [published data only]

Llewellyn-Jones 1999 [published data only]

Lystad-Louisiana

Magruder-Habib 1990 [published data only]

Mann 1998 study1 [published data only]

Mann 1998 study2 [published data only]

Martinsen 1989 [published data only]

Martinsen 1993 [published data only]

Mathai-Bangalore

McCann 1984 [published data only]

McNeil 1991 [published data only]

Meltzoff-NY-1966
Meltzoff J, Blumenthal RL. The day treatment center: principles, application and evaluation 1966; Charles C Thomas, Springfield, Ill.

Merson - UK

Michaux-Maryland

Milne-Wakefield

Moore 1978 [published data only]

Mosher - USA

Muijen - London


Muijen 2 - UK


Niskanen-Helsinki

O'Shea-Ireland

Odenheimer-USA

Oka-Kurume (Japan)

Pai - India


Pasamanick-Ohio


Penk-Dallas

Peveler 1999 [published data only]

Piersma-Michigan

Piper-Alberta-1993
Piper WE, Joyce AS, Azim HFA, Rosie JS. Patient characteristics and success in day treatment. Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease 1994;182:381-6
Piper WE, Rosie JS, Azim HFA, Joyce AS. A randomized trial of psychiatric day treatment for patients with affective and personality disorders. Hospital and Community Psychiatry 1993;44:757-63.
Piper WE, Rosie JS, Joyce AS, Azim HFA. Time-limited day treatment for personality disorders: integration of research and practice in a group program 1996; American Psychological Association, Washington D.C.

Platt-London

Polak - USA

Russell-Ottawa

Proudfoot2003 [published data only]

Proudfoot2003a [unpublished data only]

Reifler 9-12-1996 [published data only]
Reifler DR, Kessler HS, Bernhard EJ, Leon AC, Martin GJ. Impact of screening for mental health concerns on health service utilization and functional status in primary care patients. Archives of Internal Medicine 9-12-1996;156(22):2593-2599

Robinson 1997 [published data only]

Rollman 2002 [published data only]

Rost 2001 [published data only]

Rost 2002 [published data only]


Sandell-Stockholm

Schene-Utrecht (NL 1993)

Schmidt 1983 [published data only]

Scogin 1987 [published data only]

Scogin 1989 [published data only]

Selmi 1990 [published data only]

Simon 2000 [published data only]

Singh 1997 [published data only]

Sledge-Connecticut (US-1996)

Sorby 1991 [published data only]

Stein - Madison


Test MA, Stein LI. Training in community living: research design and results. Alternatives to Mental Hospital Treatment 1978;57:57-74.


Tam-Hong Kong

Tantam-Manchester

Tyrer-S'hampton-1979


Unutzer 2002 [published data only]

Vaglum-Oslo

Vaitl-Haar (Germany)

van den Hout-NL

van Minnen - Holland

Veale 1992 [published data only]

Washburn-Boston

Welburn 2000

Weldon-NY-1979
Weldon E, Clarkin J, Hennessy JJ, Frances A. Day hospital versus outpatient treatment: a atric Quarterly 1979;51:144-50

Wells 2000 [published data only]

Whooley 2000 [published data only]

Wiersma-Groningen (NL-1989)

Wilberg-Oslo

Williams 1999 [published data only]

Wollersheim 1991 [published data only]

Wright2002 [published data only]

Zung 1983 [published data only]  

Zwerling-New York(US-1964)  

Psychology references

Alexopoulos 2003 [published data only]  

Antonuccio 1984 (US) [published data only]  

Barkham 1996 (UK) [published data only]  

Beach 1986 (US) [published data only]  

Beach 1992 (US) [published data only]  

Beck 1985 (US) [published data only]  

Bedi 2000 (UK) [published data only]  

Bellamy 2000 (UK) [published data only]  

Beutler 1987 (US) [published data only]

Beutler 1991 (US) [published data only]

Blackburn 1981 (UK) [published data only]

Blackburn 1997 (UK) [published data only]

Bolton 2001 (Aust) [published and unpublished data]

Bowers 1990 (US) [published data only]

Bright 1999 (US) [published data only]

Burnand 2002 (Swiss) [published and unpublished data]

Catalan 1991 (UK) [published data only]

Chaudhry 1998 (Pak) [published data only]

Comas-Diaz 1981 (US) [published data only]

Covi 1987 (US) [published data only]

Crowe 1978 [published data only]
de Mello 2001 (Braz) [published data only]

DiMascio 1979 (US) [published data only]


Dowrick 2000 [published data only]


Dunn 1979 (Can) [published data only]

Dunner 1996 (US) [published data only]

Elkin 1989 (US) [published data only]


Emanuels-Zuurveen 96 [published data only]

Fava 1994 (Italy) [published data only]


Fava 1998B [published data only]

Fleming 1980 (US) [published data only]

Foley 1989 (US) [published data only]

Frank 1989 (US) [published data only]

Frank 1990 (US) [published data only]

Free 1991 (Aus) [published data only]

Freeman2002 (UK) [unpublished data only]
Freeman, C.P.L., Power, M.J., Bowyer, D.J., Law, R., Breif structured psychotherapies for neurotic disorders in primary care: a comparison of CBT, PT and treatment as usual at early and late intervention.

Friedli 1997 (UK) [published data only]

Friedman 1975 [published data only]

Gallagher 1982 (US) [published data only]

Gallagher 1983 (US) [published data only]

Gallagher-Th 94 (US) [published data only]

Garland 2000 (UK) [published data only]

Gendron 1996 (Ca) [published data only]

Gordon 1987 (US) [published data only]

Gordon 1998 [published data only]

Green 1985 (US) [published data only]

Hautzinger 1996 (Ge) [published data only]

Hellerstein 2001 (US) [published data only]

Hemmings 1997 (UK) [published data only]

Hirschfeld 2002 (US) [published data only]

Hogg 1988 (US) [published data only]

Hollon 1992 (US) [published data only]

Jacobson 1977 (US) [published data only]

Jacobson 1991 (US) [published data only]

Jarrett 1998 [published data only]

Jarrett 1999 (US) [published data only]

Jarrett 2001 (US) [published data only]

Jong-Meyer 1996 (Ge) [published data only]

Keller 2000 (US) [published data only]

Klein 1984 (US) [published data only]

Klerman 1974 [published data only]


Kornblith 1983 (US) [published data only]

Lapointe 1980 (US) [published data only]

Leff 2000 (UK) [published data only]

Lenz 2000 (Austria) [published data only]

Lichtenberg 1996 US [published data only]

Lipman 1976 (US) [published data only]

Luborsky 1996 (US) [published data only]

Lynch 1997 (US) [published data only]

Macaskill 1996 (UK) [published data only]
Macaskill ND, Macaskill A. Rational-emotive therapy plus pharmacotherapy vs. pharmacotherapy alone in the treatment of high cognitive dysfunction depression.. Cogn Ther Res 1996;20:575-592.

Manning 1994 (Aus) [published data only]

Martin 2001 (UK) [published data only]

Maynard 1993 (US) [published data only]

McLean 1979 (Can) [published data only]

McLean 1990 (Can) [published data only]

McLean 1992 (Can) [published data only]

McNamara 1986 [published data only]

Meresman 1995 (US) [published data only]

Miller 1989 (US) [published data only]

Miller 1999 (US) [published data only]

Miranda 2003 (US) [published data only]

Mittelman 1995 (US) [published data only]

Moore 1997 (UK) [published data only]

Mossey 1996 [published data only]

Murphy 1984 (US) [published data only]


Murphy 1995 (US) [published data only]

Mynors-Wallis 1995 [published data only]


Mynors-Wallis 2000 [published data only]

O'Leary 1981 (US) [published data only]

O'Leary 1990 (US) [published data only]

Pace 1993 (US) [published data only]

Paykel 1999 (UK) [published data only]


Peden 2000 (US) [published data only]

Persons 1999 (US) [published data only]

Reynolds 1999 (US) [published data only]
Reynolds 1999B (US) [published data only]

Rosner 1999 (Ge) [published data only]

Ross 1985 (UK) [published data only]

Rush 1977 (US) [published data only]

Rush 1981 (US) [published data only]

Schulberg 1996 (US) [published data only]

Schulz 1999 (Ger) [published data only]

Scott 1992 (UK) [published data only]

Scott 1997 (UK) [published data only]

Selmi 1990 (US) [published data only]

Shapiro 1982 (UK) [published data only]
Shapiro 1987 (UK) [published data only]

Shapiro 1994 (UK) [published data only]

Shaw 1977 (Can) [published data only]

Shipley 1973 (US) [published data only]

Simons 2001 (UK) [published data only]

Simpson 2003 (UK) [published data only]

Snyder 1989 [published data only]

Solomon 1995 (US) [published data only]

Steffen 1998 (US) [published data only]

Steuer 1984 [published data only]

Stravynski 1994 (Ca) [published data only]

Szapocznik 1982 (US) [published data only]
Taylor 1977 (Aust) [published data only]

Teasdale 1984 (UK) [published data only]

Teasdale 2000 (UK) [published data only]

Teasdale 2003 (UK) [published data only]

Teichman 1995 (Is) [published data only]

Teri 1986 (US) [published data only]

Thomas 1987(US) [published data only]

Thompson 1987 (US) [published data only]

Thompson 2001 (US) [published data only]

Tschuschke 2000 [published data only]

Unutzer 2001 [published data only]

Vonk 1999 (US) [published data only]

Ward 2000 (UK) [published data only]
Ward E, King M, Lloyd M, Bower P, Sibbald B, Farrelly S, Gabbay M, Tarrier N, Addington-Hall J. Randomised controlled trial of non-directive counselling, cognitive-behaviour therapy,

Waring 1988 (Can) [published data only]

Waring 1990 (Can) [published data only]

Waring 1991 (Can) [published data only]

Warren 1988 (US) [published data only]

Weissman 1992 (US) [published data only]

Wierbicki 1987 (US) [published data only]
Wierbicki M, Bartlett TS. The efficacy of group and individual cognitive therapy for mild depression.. Cogn Ther Res 1987;11(3):337-342.

Williams 2000 [published and unpublished data]

Wilson 1983 (Aust) [published data only]

Wilson 1990 (US) [published data only]

Wollersheim 1992 (US) [published data only]

Wood 1997 (UK) [published data only]

Zeiss 1979 [published data only]

Zettle 1989 (US) [published data only]

Pharmacology references

Aberg 1977 YII [published data only]

Agosti 1991 [published data only]

Agrawal 1994 [published data only]

Ahlfors 1988 [published data only]

Ahmed 1988 [published data only]

Allain 1992 [published data only]

Alexopoulos 00 E O C [published data only]

Alexopoulos2003Y O I [unpublished data only]

Altamura 1989 OIE [published data only]

**Altamura 1989a OII [published data only]**

**Alves 1999 Y O I IR [published and unpublished data]**
Alves C, Cachola I, Brandao J. Efficacy and tolerability of venlafaxine and fluoxetine in outpatients with major depression. Primary Care Psychiatry 1999;5(2):57-63.

**Amin 1973 YII [published data only]**

**Amin 1978 YOI [published data only]**

**Amin 1984 Y M I [published data only]**

**Amore 1989 Y I I [published data only]**

**Amsterdam 1987 [published data only]**

**Amsterdam 1997 [published data only]**
Amsterdam JD, Garcia-Espana F, Rosenzwei M. Clomipramine augmentation in treatment resistant depression. Depression & Anxiety 1997;5(2):84-90.

**Amsterdam 1998 (US) [published data only]**

**Anderson 1972 [published data only]**
632 Andersson 1998 [published data only]
   Andersson H. Study 632: A randomised, double-blind comparison of the efficacy and safety of
   venlafaxine versus paroxetine in the treatment of inpatient and outpatients with major

Andreoli 2002 Y M I [published data only]
* Andreoli V, Caillard V, Deo RS, Rybakowski JK, Versiani M. Reboxetine, a new noradrenaline
   selective antidepressant, is at least as effective as fluoxetine in the treatment of depression.
   Dubini A. Do noradrenaline and serotonin differentially affect social motivation and
   behaviour? European Neuropsychopharmacology Vol 7 Suppl 1, pp S49-55; discussion S71-3,
   1997.
   Dubini A. Noradrenaline-selective versus serotonin-selective antidepressant therapy:
   differential effects on social functioning. Journal of Psychopharmacology 11(Suppl):S17-23,
   1997.
   Healy D. Reboxetine: its effects as measured by the Social Adaptation Self-evaluation Scale.

Anisman 1999 Y M I [published data only]
   Anisman H. Interleukin-1 beta production in dysthymia before and after pharmacotherapy.

Anon 1988 Y M E [published data only]
   Anonymous A double-blind multi-centre trial of fluoxetine and dothiepin in major depressive
   illness. South Wales Antidepressant Drug Trial Group. International Clinical

Anon 1990 Y I E [published data only]
   Anonymous. Paroxetine: a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor showing better tolerance, but
   weaker antidepressant effect than clomipramine in a controlled multicenter study. Danish

Anonymous 1971 [published data only]
   Anonymous. Multihospital controlled comparison of the therapeutic effects of four

Anonymous 1986 [published data only]
   Anonymous. Citalopram: clinical effect profile in comparison with clomipramine. A controlled
   multicenter study. Danish University Antidepressant Group. Psychopharmacology

Ansseau 1994 [published data only]
   Ansseau M, Darimont P, Lecoq A, De Nayer A, Evrard JL, Kremer P, Devoitille JM, Dierick M,
   Mertens C, Mesotten F, et al. Controlled comparison of nefazodone and amitriptyline in major

Anton 1990 Y I I [published data only]
* Anton R, Burch EA. Amoxapine versus amitriptyline combined with perphenazine in the
   Anton RF Jr., Burch EA Jr., Response of psychotic depression subtypes to pharmacotherapy.

Appelberg01 Y M I [published data only]
   Appelberg BG, Syvalahti EK, Koskinen TE, Mehtonen OP, Muhonen TT, Naukkarinen HH.
   Patients with severe depression may benefit from buspirone augmentation of selective
   serotonin reuptake inhibitors: results from a placebo-controlled, randomized, double-blind,

Arminen 1992 Y I E [published data only]
   Arminen SL, Ikonen U, Pullikainen M, Leinonen E, Mahlanen A, Koponen H, Kourula K,
   Ryyppo J, Korpela V, Lehtonen ML, Varttainen H, Lehtinen V, Tamminen T. Paroxetine and

Arnheim 2003 [published data only]

Artigas 1994 [published data only]

Ather 1985 OMI [published data only]

Bakish 1992 Y O I [published data only]

Bakish 1997 [published data only]

Bakish 2000 [published data only]

Balestrieri 1971 YII [published data only]

Ballus 2000 [published data only]

Ban 1998 Y I [published data only]

Barrelet 1991 Y M I [published data only]

Bascara 1989 [published data only]

Bastos 1996 [published data only]
Battegay 1985 [published data only]

Bauer 1999 [published data only]

Bauer 2000 Y M C [published data only]

Baumann 1996 Y I AN [published and unpublished data]

Beaini 1980 YOE [published data only]

Beasley 1991 Y O I [published data only]

Beasley 1993a Y I I [published data only]

Beasley 1993b Y O I [published data only]

Beaumont 1993 Y P C [published data only]

Beckers 1990 [published data only]

Beckmann 1975 YII [published data only]
Behnke 2002 Y M C A [published data only]

Bell 1998 [published data only]

Bellini 1994 Y I I [published data only]

Benkert 2000 Y M I [published and unpublished data]

Benkert 96 Y I I IR [published and unpublished data]

Bennie 1976 YOE [published data only]

Bergmann 93 Y O I A [published data only]

Berman 1999 [published data only]

Bersani 1994 [published data only]

Berzewski 1997 Y M [published data only]

Besancon 1993 [published and unpublished data]
Bhagwagar 2002 [published data only]

Bialos 1982 [published data only]

Bianchi 1971 [published data only]

Bielski 2003 [published data only]

Bignamini 1992 [published data only]

Blacker 1988 [published data only]

Blanchard 1995 [published data only]
Blanchard 1995

Blashki 1971 [published data only]

Blier 1995 [published data only]

Blier 1997 [published data only]

Bloch 1997 [published and unpublished data]

Bocksberger 93 [published data only]

Bordet 1998 [published and unpublished data]

Botros 1989 YOI [published data only]

Botte 1992 [published data only]

Bouchard 1987 [published data only]

Bougerol 1992 Y M I [published data only]

Bowden 1993 Y M I [published data only]

Bramanti 1988 Y M I [published data only]

Branconnier 1981 [published data only]

Braus 2000 [published data only]

Bremner 1994 Y O I [published data only]

Bremner 1995 Y O I [published and unpublished data]

Bremner 1996 Y O I [published data only]

Brenner 00 Y O I A/L [published data only]

Bressa 1989 [published data only]

Brick 1962 [published data only]

Browne 1969 YMI [published data only]

Browne 1990 [published data only]

Bruijn 1996 Y I I [published data only]

Bruijn 1998 [published data only]

Brunner 1994 [published data only]

Burch 1988 Y I C [published data only]

Burke 1994 [published data only]

Burke02 C Y O I H24 [published and unpublished data]

Burrows 1980 YII [published data only]

Burt 1962 YIE [published data only]

Byerley 1988 Y O E [published data only]

Byrne 1989 [published data only]

372 Calabrese 1998 [published data only]

Calcedo 1992 [published data only]

016 Cantillon [unpublished data only]

Cappiello 1998 Y M [published and unpublished data]

Carman 1991 Y O I [published data only]

Carney 1984 YMI [published data only]

Carpenter 2002 Y O [published data only]
Carpenter LL YSaPL. A double-blind, placebo-controlled study of mirtazapine augmentation for refractory major depression: preliminary findings. 52nd Institute on Psychiatric Services; 25-10-2000:philadelphia.

428Casabona Y O I XR [published data only]

Casacchia 1984 [published data only]

Casacchia 1989 [published data only]

Cassano 2000 [published data only]

Catterson 1996 [published data only]

Cattiez 1990 [published data only]

Cetin 1994 [published data only]

Charney 1986 [published data only]

Chiu 1996 Y M E [published data only]

Chouinard 1985 [published data only]

Christiansen 1996 [published data only]

Civeira 1990 [published data only]

Claghorn 1984 [published data only]

Claghorn 1987 Y O I [published data only]


Claghorn 1996 Y O C [published data only]

Claghorn92A Y OC H21 [published data only]

Classen 1990 [published data only]

Clerc 1994 Y I I IR [published data only]

Click 1982 YOI [published data only]

Clunie 2001 [published data only]

Cohn 1984 [published data only]

Cohn 1985 Y O I [published data only]

Cohn 1989 [published data only]

Cohn 1990 E O I [published data only]

Cohn 1990a Y O E [published data only]

Coleman 01 Y O I [published data only]

Coleman 1999 Y M I [published data only]
Conti 1988 Y I [published data only]

Cook 1986 E O C [published data only]

Cook 1999 [published data only]

Coppen 1976 [published data only]

Coppen 1978 [published data only]

Corne 1989 [published data only]

Corrigan 2000 [published data only]

Costa 1998 Y O I IR [published and unpublished data]

Couch 1979 [published data only]

Cournoyer 1987 Y I I [published data only]

Croft 1999 Y M I [published data only]

Cun'ham 94 Y O I IR [published data only]

Cunningham 1997 (US) [published data only]
Dabkowska 1993 [published data only]

Dahl 1981 [published data only]

Dalery 1992 [published data only]

Dallal 1998 [published data only]

Daly 1979 [published data only]

Danish 1999 [published data only]

Danjou 1994 [published data only]

Davidson 1978 [published data only]

Davidson 1982 [published data only]

Davidson 1984 [published data only]

Davidson 81 [published data only]

Davidson 87 [published data only]

Davidson02 [published data only]


**Demyttenaere 1998 {published data only}**

**Demyttenaere 2001 {published data only}**

**DeNayer 2002 {published data only}**

**Diamond 1971 {published data only}**

**Diaz-Martinez 1998 {published data only}**

**Dick 1983 Y I E {published data only}**

**Dierick 1990 {published data only}**

**Dierick 1996 Y O I {published data only}**

**Dinan 1989 {published data only}**

**Dinan 1996 {published data only}**

**Dominguez 1984 Y O {published data only}**

**Dominguez 85 Y O I {published data only}**
Donlon 1981 Y O I [published data only]

Doogan 1992 Y O C [published data only]

Doogan 1994 [published data only]

Doongaji 1993 Y M I [published data only]

Dorman 1980 YOI [published data only]

Dorman 1992 E O E [published data only]

Dorn 1980 [published data only]

Dowling 1990 Y ? I [published data only]

Duarte 1996 Y O I [published data only]

Dube 2002 [published data only]

Dunlop 1990 Y O I [published data only]

Dunner 1992 [published data only]

Dunningham 1994 [published data only]

Dursun 2001 [published data only]
Ebert 1995 [published data only]

Edwards 1996 Y O I [published data only]

Edwards 1993 Y O I H17 [published data only]

Elwan 1976 [published data only]

Entsuah 1994 [published data only]

Entsuah 1996 (US) [published data only]

Entsuah 1997 (US) [published data only]

Entsuah 2001 (US) [published data only]

Eric 1991 [published data only]

Evans 1992 [published data only]

Evans 1997 [published data only]

Fabre 1985 [published data only]

Fabre 1991 Y O I [published data only]

Fabre 1996 Y O I [published data only]


Fairweather 1993 [published data only]

Falk 1989 Y O I [published data only]

Farina 2002 [published data only]

Fava 1994 Y O [published data only]

Fava 1997 (US) [published data only]

Fava 2002 Y O [published data only]

Fawcett 1987 [published data only]


Fawcett 1989 Y O E [published data only]

Feet 1985 Y O [published data only]
Feigner 1979 [published data only]

Feigner 1983 YOI [published data only]

Feigner 1985a E O I [published data only]

Feigner 1985b [published data only]

Feigner 1989 Y I I [published data only]

Feigner 1991 [published data only]

Feigner 99 C Y O I [published data only]
Feighner JaOK. Citalopram is effective and well tolerated in patients with major depressive disorder. XXIst Collegium Internationale Neuro-psychopharmacologicum, Glasgow, Scotland 12th-16th July, 1998;M02011.


**Feighner92 Y O I [published data only]**


**Ferrari 1987 YII [published data only]**


**Ferreri 1989 Y O I [published data only]**


**Ferreri 2001 Y M [published data only]**


**Fieve 1986 [published data only]**


**Fontaine 1991 [published data only]**


**Fontaine 1994 [published and unpublished data]**

Forrest 1964 YMI [published data only]

Forrest 1975 YPI [published data only]

Fournier 1997 Y O I [published data only]

Frank 1990 Y O C [published data only]

Freed 1999 [published data only]

Friedel 1979 [published data only]

Friedman 1966 [published data only]

Fruensgaard 1979 YII [published data only]

Fryer 1963 [published data only]

Fudge 1990 Y O E [published data only]

Funke 1990 [published data only]

Furlong 1977 [published data only]

Gablec 1990 [published data only]

Gacgoud 1992 [published data only]

Gachoud 1994 [published data only]

Gagiano 1989 [published data only]
Gagiano CA, Muller PG, Fourie J, Le Roux JF. The therapeutic efficacy of paroxetine: (a) an open study in patients with major depression not responding to antidepressants; (b) a double-blind comparison with amitriptyline in depressed outpatients. Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica, Supplementum 1989;350:130-1.

Gasperini 1992 [published data only]

Gattaz 1995 Y I I [published data only]

Geerts 1994 Y M E [published data only]

Geerts 1999 [published data only]

Gentil 2000 (Brazil) [published data only]

Georgotas 1989 E O C [published data only]

Georgotas 86 E O PP [published data only]

Geretsegger 95 E I E [published and unpublished data]

Gilaberte 2001 Y O C [published data only]

Ginestet 1989 [published data only]

Glen 1984 [published data only]

Glue 1993 [published data only]

Goldberg 1972 [published data only]

Goldberg 1977 Y O I [published data only]

Goldberg 1980 [published data only]

Golden02 Y M I H17 [published data only]

Goldstein 1969 Y O I [published data only]

Gomez-Martinez Y?E [published data only]

Gonella 1999 [published data only]

Gonul 1999 [published data only]

Gottfries 1992 [published data only]
Flicker CaGC. Citalopram treatment of depression in elderly patients with or without dementia: Results of a placebo-controlled study conference abstract. 11th Annual Meeting of the American Association for Geriatric Psychiatry San Diego, California, USA 8th-11th March, 1998.

Gravem 1987 [published data only]

Greenblatt 1964 [published data only]

Grolf 1974 YMI [published data only]

Grolf 1977 YMI [published data only]

Guelfi 1983 [published data only]

Guelfi 1989 YOI [published data only]

Guelfi 1992 Y I I [published data only]

Guelfi 1995 (Fr) [published data only]

Guelfi 2001 Y I I IR [published and unpublished data]

Guillibert 89 E O ? [published data only]

Guy 1983 Y I I [published data only]

Guy 1984 [published data only]

Guy 1986 [published data only]

Hackett 1967 [published data only]

Hackett 1969 [published data only]

Hackett 96 Y O I XR [unpublished data only]

347 Hackett 2000 [published data only]
* Hackett D, Salinas E, Desmets A. Study 347: Efficacy and safety of venlafaxine vs. fluvoxamine in outpatients with major depression.. Unpublished.


Halama 1991 [published data only]

Halikas 1995 Y O I [published data only]

Hamilton 1982 [published data only]

Hansgen 1996 Y M C P [published data only]


Harding 1973 Y O I [published data only]

Hardy 1997 [published data only]

Harrer 1991 [published data only]

Harrer 94 Y O C A/L [published and unpublished data]

Harrer 99 E O I A [published data only]

Harrer 99 E O I A [published data only]

Harrer 99 E O I A [published data only]

Harris 1991 [published data only]

Harrison 1985 [published data only]

Harrison 1986 [published data only]

Harrison 1986 [published data only]

Harto 1988 [published data only]

Hebenstreit 90 Y M I [published data only]

Hegerl 1997 [published data only]

Heiligenstein 1993 [published data only]

Hekimian 1978 YOI [published data only]

Hell 1994 Y I C [published data only]

Hellerstein 2000 YMI [published data only]

Heninger 1983 [published data only]

Hewer 1994 [published data only]

Hochberg 1995 [published data only]

Hochstrasser01 Y M C [published data only]

Hoencamp 1994 [published data only]

Hoffmann 1979 [published data only]

Hollanda 1970 [published data only]

Hollister 1964 [published data only]

Hormazabal 1985 [published data only]

Hosak 2000 YOI [published data only]

Houston 1983 [published data only]

Hoyberg 1996 [published data only]

Hubner 1994 [published data only]

Hutchinson 1963 [published data only]

Hutchinson 92 E P E [published data only]

Inoue 1996 [published data only]

Invernizzi 1994 YMI [published data only]

Itil 1983 Y O E [published data only]

Jacobson 1978 [published data only]

Jakovljevic 1998 [published data only]

James 1982 YII [published data only]

Januel 2002 Y I [published and unpublished data]

Jaskari 1977 YII [published data only]

Jenkins 1976 [published data only]

Jenkins 1990 [published data only]

Jensen 1992 E I [published data only]

jessel 1981 [published data only]

Joffe 1993A Y O AN [published data only]

Johnson 1991 [published data only]

Johnson 1993 [published data only]

Jouvent 1998 Y I I [published data only]

Judd 1993 Y M E [published data only]

Kalb 2001 Y O I P [published data only]

Kamijima 1997 [published data only]
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Kampman 1978 YO? [published data only]

Kane 1982 Y O S [published data only]

Kantor 1986 [published data only]

Kasper 1990 Y I I [published data only]

Kasper 1997 [published data only]
Kasper S. Mirtazapine vs amitriptyline and placebo in the treatment of severely depressed patients. 10th European College of Neuropsychopharmacology Congress Vienna, Austria 13th-17th September 1997.

Kasper95 Y M I H16 [published data only]


Katona 1995 [published data only]

Katona 1999 E M [published data only]

Kaumeier 1980 YII [published data only]

Kay 1973A [published data only]

Kay 1974 YPE [published data only]

Keegan 1991 Y M I [published data only]

Keller 1998 [published data only]

Keller 1998 Y O C [published data only]

Kerkhofs 1990 Y I E [published data only]

Kerr 1970 [published data only]

Kerr 1984 m [published data only]

Kerr 1993 [published data only]

Khan 1981 OOI [published data only]

Khan 1982 YII [published data only]

Kiebach 1982 [published data only]

Kiev 1992 Y O C [published data only]
Kiloh 1979 [published data only]

Kishimoto 1994 [published data only]

Klerman 1974 [published data only]

Klieser 1988 [published data only]
Klieser E, Lehmann E. Experimental comparison between the effect of standardised trazodone-amitriptyline and placebo treatment in vitalised depressive patients. Psychopharmacology 1988;95(s3-s5).

Kline 1982 [published data only]

Klok 1981 [published and unpublished data]

Klysner 02 [published data only]

Kniebel 1988 [published data only]

Kocsis 1986 [published data only]

Kocsis 1990 [published data only]

Kocsis 1996 [published data only]

Koczkas 1989 [published data only]
Kok 1995 [published data only]

626 Kornaat Y O I IR [unpublished data only]
Kornaat H. Randomised, double-blind comparison of venlafaxine and fluoxetine for moderately depressed outpatients (abstract PM02021) 1998;XXIth Congress of the Collegium Internationale Neuro-Psychopharmacologicum, Glasgow, UK..

Kragh-Sorensen 1993 [published data only]

Kragh-Sorensen 95 Y PI [published data only]

Kramlinger 1989 [published data only]
Kramlinger KG, Post RM. The addition of lithium to carbamazepine. Antidepressant efficacy in treatment-resistant depression. Archives of General Psychiatry 1989;46(9):794-800.

Kuha 1991 [published data only]

Kuhs 1989 Y I E [published and unpublished data]

Kupfer 1992 Y O C [published data only]

Kyle 1998 [published data only]

La Pia 1992 E M E [published and unpublished data]

Laakmann 1988 [unpublished data only]

Laakmann 1991 Y I E [published data only]

Laakmann 98 Y O I P [published data only]
Laederach 1999 [published data only]

Lafon 1986 [published data only]

Lam 1995 Y O I H21 [published data only]

Lambourn 1974 [published data only]

Landen 1998 [published data only]

Lapierre 1980 YMI [published data only]

Lapierre 1987 Y I E [published and unpublished data]

Lapierre 1997 Y O I [published data only]

Larsen 1984 [published data only]

Larsen 1989 Y M C [published data only]

Larsen 1991 [published data only]

Lauritzen 1974 YII [published data only]

Lauritzen 1992 [published data only]

Laursen 1985 [published data only]
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Laux 1989 [published data only]


Laux 1990 [published data only]

Leahy 1967 YII [published data only]

Lecrubier 1995 Y O I [published data only]

Lecrubier97 Y PC I IR [published and unpublished data]

Lecrubier 02 Y O I P [published data only]


Lecrubier 1997 [published data only]


Lehmann 1982 Y I E [published data only]

Lehrl 1993 [published data only]

Leinonen 1999 Y O I [published data only]

Lendresse 1985 [published data only]

Lennox 1978 YPI [published data only]

Lennox-Smith YI XR [published data only]

Lenoir 1999 [published data only]
Lenoir S, Degenring FH, Saller R. A double-blind randomised trial to investigate three different concentrations of a standardised fresh plant extract obtained from the shoot tips of Hypericum perforatum L. Phytomedicine 1999;6(3):141-146.

Levin 1974 YM? [published data only]

Levine 1989 [published data only]

Licht 2002 Y O [published data only]
Licht RW and Qvitzav. Mianserin augmentation, sertraline dose increase, or extended duration of treatment in patients with major depression nonresponding after six weeks of sertraline treatment: a randomized, double-blind study. 2001:2001-2010.

Lingjaerde 1974 [published data only]

Lingjaerde 1995 [published data only]

Link 1992 [published data only]

Lipsedge 1971 YOI [published data only]

Lloyd 1981 [published data only]

Loeb 1989 [published data only]

Loga 1992 Y I I {published data only}

Lonnqvist 1994 {published data only}

Loo 1988 YMI {published data only}

Lopez-Ibor 1979 Y?I {published data only}

Lundbeck 1995 {published data only}

Lydiard 1989 Y O E {published and unpublished data}

Lydiard 1997 {published data only}

Lyons 1985 {published data only}

Macfarlane 1986 {published data only}

Macher 1992 {published data only}

Maes 1996 Y I 2 {published data only}
* Maes M. Efficacy of treatment with trazodone in combination with pindolol or fluoxetine in major depression. Journal of Affective Disorders 41(3):201-10, 16-12-1996.

Maes 1999 Y I I {published data only}
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Magnus 1977 YOI [published data only]

Mahapatra 1996 [published data only]
Mahapatra, van der Veer JK, Hackett D. A randomized, double blind, parallel group comparison of venlafaxine and dothiepin in geriatric patients with major depression.

Mahapatra97 E M I IR [published data only]

Maier 1989 [published data only]

Manna 1989 [published data only]

Marais 1974 YMI [published data only]

March 1990 Y O I [published data only]
<Empty>

Marchesi 1998 Y O I [published data only]

Mariategui 1978 YOI [published data only]

Marjerrison 1969 [published data only]

Markowitz 1985 [published data only]

Marneros 1979 YII [published data only]

Martenyi 2001 Y I C [published data only]

Martin 1963 [published data only]
Marttila 1995 [published data only]

Marttila M. A double-blind study comparing the efficacy and tolerability of mirtazapine and doxepin in patients with major depression. European Neuropsychopharmacology 1995;5(4):441-446.

Masco 1985 [published data only]


Mason 1990 m [published data only]


Massana 1999 Y M I [published data only]


McCallum 1975 YOE [published data only]


McClelland 1979 YME [published data only]


McClure 1973 [published data only]


McConaghy 1965 ?OI [published data only]


McGrath 1987 [published data only]


McGrath 1993 [published data only]


McGrath 2000 Y M I [published data only]


Agosti V, McGrath PJ. Comparison of the effects of fluoxetine, imipramine and placebo on personality in atypical depression. Journal of Affective Disorders 2002;71(1-3):113-120.

McPartlin98 YPC I IR [published and unpublished data]


Medical Research 1965 [published data only]


Mehtonen 2000 [published data only]

Melo de Paula YII [published data only]

Mendels 1968 YMI [published data only]

Mendels 1993 (US) [published data only]

Mendels 1999 C Y O I [published data only]
Mendels J, Fabre L, Kiev A. A double-blind parallel comparison of Citalopram and placebo in out-patients with major depression or bipolar disorder, depressed. APA Meeting 1990;ncdeu meeting with kiev and fabre (=new clinical drug evaluation unit)30th annual meeting.

Mendlewicz 1980 YII [published data only]

Mendlewicz 1982 YII [published data only]

Mertens 1988 [published data only]

Metha 1980 YPE [published data only]

Michelson 1999 (US) [published data only]

Mil jakovic 1997 Y I [published data only]

Miller 1989 Y O ? [published data only]

Mindham 1972 [published data only]
Mindham 1977 YPI [published data only]


Moises 1981 Y I E [published data only]


Moller 1993 ? I E [published data only]


Moller 1995 Y I I [published data only]


Moller 1998 [published data only]


Moller 2000 YMI [published data only]


Molnar 1977 Y O E [published data only]


Montbrun 1976 [published data only]


Monteleone 1994 OOI [published data only]


Montgomery 1978 [published data only]


Montgomery 1988 [published data only]


Montgomery 1998 YOI [published data only]


Montgomery 80 Y I E [published data only]


Montgomery 88 ? O C [published data only]
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Montgomery 92 Y M C [published data only]

Montgomery 93 Y M C [published data only]

Montgomery01C Y P I [published data only]

Montgomery92A C Y M I [published data only]

Montgomery93B Cm 7M I [published data only]

Montgomery2002 Y P I [published data only]
Escitalopram has faster action and is better tolerated than venlafaxine. Pharmaceutical Journal 2002;269(7220):557.

Moon 1989 [published data only]

Moon 1991 Y P I [published data only]

Moon 1993 [published data only]

Moon 1994 [published data only]

Moon 1996 Y P I [published data only]

Morakinyo 1970 [published data only]

Moreno 1997 [published data only]

Morton 1995 (US) [published data only]

Moyes 1980 [published data only]

Mueller 1998 [published data only]

Muijen 1988 [published data only]

Muller-Oerling VII [published data only]

Mullin 1988 Y O E [published and unpublished data]

Mullin 1996 Y M I [published data only]

Mulsant 2001 [published data only]


Murasaki 1997 [published data only]

Murphy 1976 [published data only]

Murphy 1977 [published data only]

Murphy 1978 YPI [published data only]

Murphy 1980 YPI [published data only]

Naftulin 1972 YOE [published data only]

Nair 1995 E M I [published data only]

Nandi 1976 [published data only]

Nathan 1990 Y I ? [published data only]

Nelson 1982 Y I I [published data only]

014Nemeroff Y O I IR [unpublished data only]

New 1999 [published data only]

Newburn 1990 Y O C [published data only]

Nick 1976 [published data only]

Nielsen 1991 [published data only]

Nielsen 1993 [published data only]

Nier'berg03 Y O I TR [published data only]

Nieto 1973 YOI [published data only]

Noguera 1991 Y O I [published data only]

Nolen 1993 [published data only]

Nolen 1993 Y I [published data only]

Norman 1985 [published data only]

Norton 1984 Y O E [published data only]

Nugent 1979 OII [published data only]
Nyth 1992 [published data only]

O’Flynn 1991 Y O I [published data only]

Ohrberg 1992 Y O E [published data only]

Okasha 1976 YO I [published data only]

Old 1993 [published data only]

Olie 1997 Y O I [published data only]

Orsel 1995 [published data only]

Ose 1992 Y O I [published data only]

Osterheider 1992 [published data only]

Ottevanger 95 Y I I [published data only]

Pakesch 1991 [unpublished data only]

Pancheri 1994 [published data only]

Pande 1996 Y O I [published data only]

Pande 1999 [published data only]

Peet 1977 [published data only]

Peet 2002 [published data only]

Pellicer 1993 E O I [published data only]

Perez 1990 Y I [published data only]

Perez 1997 Y P I [published data only]

Perez 1999 Y O I [published data only]

Perry 1989 [published data only]

Peselow 1986 I I [published data only]

Peters 1990 Y O E [published data only]

Petracca 1996 [published data only]

Petrie 1982 YOI [published data only]

Phanjoo 1991 E M E [published and unpublished data]

Philipp 1993 [published data only]

Philipp 99 Y O I A P [published and unpublished data]

Philipp 2000A [published data only]

Poelinger 1989 [published data only]

Poirier 99 Y M I IR [published and unpublished data]

Preskorn 1991 Y O I [published data only]

Prien 1984 Y M S [published data only]

Prusoff 1981 Y O I [published data only]

Pugh 1982 YOI [published data only]

Puzynski 1994 [published data only]

Quadri 1980 i [published data only]
Quandt 1993 [published data only]

Querol 1970 YOI [published data only]

Quitkin 1979 [published data only]

Quitkin 1990 Y O I [unpublished data only]


Stewart JW, Harrison W, Cooper TB, Quitkin FM. Tyramine sulfate excretion may be a better predictor of antidepressant response than monoamine oxidase activity. Psychiatry Research 1988;25(2):195-201.


Rabkin 1984 Y M I [published data only]

Radat 1996 [published data only]
Radat F. Treatment with selective and reversible monoamine oxidase inhibitors in depressed patients: is there a biological effect proportional to the dose? Ann.Med-Psychol. 154(3):204-6, 1996

Raft 1981 ? O ? [published data only]


Rahman 1991 E I E [published and unpublished data]

Rampello 1995 [published data only]

Rapaport 2004 [published data only]

Raskin 1972A [published data only]

Rausch 2002 [published data only]
Ravindran 1995 Y O E [published data only]

Ravindran 1997 [published data only]

Ravindran 1998 (Can) [published data only]

Ravindran 1999 [published data only]

Rees 1961 [published data only]

Rees 1976 YOE [published data only]

Rego 1974 YM? [published data only]
Rego A, Sanchez De Vega J. Estudio comparativo simple-ciego entre pacientes con Ludiomil (Ciba 34, 276-Ba) y su valoración con la escala de Hamilton. Archivos Neurobiologica 1974;37:475-484.

Reh 1992 [published data only]

Reifler 1989 [published data only]

Reimherr 1984 [published data only]

Reimherr 1990 Y O I [published data only]

Reimherr 1998 Y O C [published data only]

Remick 1989 Y M I [published data only]

Remick 1993 Y M E [published data only]

Remick 1994 Y O I [published and unpublished data]

Renfordt 1976 [published data only]

Reynaert 1993 [published data only]

Reynaert 1995 Y M E [published data only]

Reynolds 1996 [published data only]

Reynolds 1999 [published data only]

Richmond 1964 ?O1 [published data only]

Richou 1995 Y I I [published data only]
Peyron E. Efficacy of mirtazapine vs clomipramine in severely depressed, hospitalized patients CONFERENCE ABSTRACT. 9th European College of Neuropsychopharmacology Congress Amsterdam, The Netherlands 21st-25th September, 1996.

Rickels 1970 Y MI [published data only]

Rickels 1970A [published data only]
Rickels 1972 YMI [published data only]

Rickels 1974 [published data only]

Rickels 1974 YMI [published data only]

Rickels 1982 Y M I [published data only]

Rickels 1982a YMI [published data only]

Rickels 1985 Y O I [published data only]

Rickels 1986 Y M ? [published data only]

Rickels 1989 Y O I [published data only]

Rickels 1992 Y O C [published data only]

Rickels 1994 [published data only]

332 Rickels Y O I IR [unpublished data only]

Rimon 1993 [published data only]

Robert 1995 Y O C [published data only]

Robertson 127 [published data only]

Robertson 1994 [published data only]
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Robinson 1973 [published data only]

Robinson 1991 Y O C [published data only]

Robinson 83 Y O C [published data only]

Rolighed 1997 [published data only]

Ropert 1989 [published data only]

Rosan 1995 [published data only]

Rose 1965 YMI [published data only]

Rosenberg 1994 [published data only]

Roth 1990 Y O E [published data only]
Roth90 Y O E H17 [published data only]

Rouillon 1989 [published data only]

Rouillon 1994 Y O I [published data only]

Rouillon 2000 [published data only]

Rowan 1980 [published data only]

Roy 1973 [published data only]
Roy JY. Comparative evaluation of dibencycladine (Ludiomil) and imipramine with regard to the depressed psychotic. [French]. International Journal of Clinical Pharmacology, Therapy, & Toxicology 1973;7(1):54-61.

Rudolph 1998 [published data only]

Rudolph 99 Y O I XR [published data only]

Ruhmann 1998 [published data only]

Rush 1988 YII [published data only]

Rush 1989 Y O I [published data only]

Rybakowski 1999 [published data only]
Rybakowski JK, Suwalska A, Chlopocka-Wozniak M. Potentiation of antidepressants with lithium or carbamazepine in treatment-resistant depression. Neuropsychobiology 1999;40(3):134-139.

Rychlik 2001 [published data only]

Sacchetti 1997 [published data only]

Sackeim 2001 Y ? S [published data only]

Saletu 1979 [published data only]

Samuelian 1998 Y O I IR [published data only]

Sandifer 1965 YII [published data only]

Scharf 1986 Y M [published data only]

Schatzberg 2002 E O I [published and unpublished data]
Schatzberg A. Mirtazapine versus paroxetine in elderly depressed patients. 14th Annual Meeting of the American Association for Geriatric Psychiatry; 2001:San.

015SchatzbergE O I IR [unpublished data only]
* Schatzberg AF, Cantillon M. Study 215: Antidepressant early response and remission with venlafaxine or fluoxetine in geriatric outpatients. 2000.

Schlich 1987 [published data only]
Schmidt 1989 [published data only]

Schmidt 1993 [published data only]

Schmidt 2000 Y O C [published data only]

Schneider03 EO I H17 [published data only]

Schopf 1989 [published data only]

Schrader 00 Y O I A [published data only]

Schrader 98 Y ? I P [published data only]

Schweizer 1991 (US) [published data only]

Schweizer 1998 [published data only]

Schweizer94 Y O I IR [published data only]

Sedman 1977 YII [published data only]

Serra 1992 [published data only]
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Serretti 2001A [published data only]

Serretti 2001B [published data only]

Sethi 1979 Y I? [published data only]

Sethna 1974 [published data only]

Shahal 1996 Y I {published data only}

Shaw 1986 Y M I [published data only]

Shelton 2001 3 [published data only]
Tollefson GD SR. Efficacy of olanzapine, fluoxetine and combination therapy in treatment-resistant major depressive disorder without psychotic features CONFERENCE ABSTRACT. 11th European College of Neuropsychopharmacology Congress Paris, France 31st October - 4th November 1998.
Tollefson GD SRTMSSJ. The study of olanzapine plus fluoxetine in treatment-resistant MDD without psychotic features. 152nd Annual Meeting of the American Psychiatric Association Washington DC, USA 15-20th May, 1999.

Shelton 2001 Y O I P [published data only]
Shelton RC, Keller MB, Gelenberg A. St John's wort was no better than placebo for reducing depression scores. Evidence Based Medicine 2001;6(6):185.
Hawley C, Gale T. St. John's wort's was not better than placebo for reducing depression scores. ACP Journal Club 135(3):103, 2001 Nov-Dec (2 ref) 2001;(3):103.

Shen 1998 [published data only]

Shi 1999 [published data only]

Shiah 2000 [published data only]

Shillingford 1990 [published data only]
Shillingford JS, Hindmarch I, Clarke A, Vince MJ. A double blind comparison of paroxetine and dothiepin on efficacy and tolerability in depressed community patients.

Shipley 1985 Y I E [published data only]

Shrivastava 1994 [published data only]

Silverstone 1977 YPI [published data only]

Silverstone 94 Y ? [published data only]

Silverstone 99 Y O I [published and unpublished data]

Simpson 1988 Y O C [published data only]

Sims 1980 YIE [published data only]

Sinclair 1975 OPI [published data only]

Sitsen 1994 [published data only]

Smeraldi 1998 [published data only]

Smeraldi 98 E M I IR [published data only]
Smeraldi E, Rizzo F, Crespi G. Double-blind, randomised study of venlafaxine, clomipramine and trazodone in geriatric patients with major depression. Primary Care Psychiatry 1998;4:189-195.

Smith 1990 Y O I [published data only]

Smith 1992 Y M I [published data only]

Smith 1996 [published data only]
Smith J, Grant P. Double blind placebo controlled study of venlafaxine ER in outpatients with major depression. 1996.

Smith 1998 Y O [published data only]

Smith 2002 Y O [published data only]

Sogaard 1999 [published data only]

Solis 1970 ?MI [published data only]

Sommer 1994 [published data only]

Spiker 1985 Y I C [published data only]

Sramek 95 Y M ? H24 [published data only]
Stabl 1995 Y I 2 [published data only]

Stahl00 Y M I H21 [published data only]

Staner 1995 Y I I [published data only]

Stanley 1998 [published data only]

Stark 1985 Y O I [published data only]

Stein 1980 [published data only]

Stein 1993 Y ? AN [published data only]

Steinmeyer 1993 [published data only]

654 Stevens 1997 [published data only]

Stier 1982 Y O E [published data only]

Stott 1993 [published data only]

Straker 1966 YOI [published data only]
Stratas 1984 [published data only]

Stratta 1991 [published data only]

Stuppaeck 1994 Y I E [published data only]

Sunderland 1994 [published data only]

Swann 1997 Y O I [published data only]

Szegedi 1997 [published data only]

Tan 1994 [published data only]

Tanner 1989 [published data only]

Tanghe 1997 Y I [published data only]

Tapani 1989 [published data only]

Taverna 1969 [published data only]

Taylor 1996 [published data only]
Taylor L. A double blind placebo controlled study of venlafaxine and venlafaxine-ER in outpatients with major depression. 1996.

Terra 1998 Y O C [published data only]
Tetreault 1966 [published data only]

Thakore 1995 Y O I [published data only]

Thase 1997 (US) [published data only]
Thase ME. Efficacy and tolerability of once-daily venlafaxine extended release (XR) in outpatients with major depression. Journal of Clinical Psychiatry 1997;58(9):393-398.

Thase 2001 Y O E [published data only]

Thase 2002 [published data only]

Thase 2002a Y O 1 [published data only]

Thompson 1989 [published data only]

Thompson 1991 [published data only]

Thompson 1994 Y P I [published data only]

Tiller 1988 [published data only]

Tiller 1990 [published data only]

Timmerman 1987 Y I E [published data only]

Tollefson 1994 Y O I [published data only]


Toru 1972 YMI [published data only]


Trappe 1973 YOI [published data only]

Trick 1975 Y?I [published data only]

102 Tsai Y O I XR [unpublished data only]
  * Tsai S-J, Hong C-J. Study 102: A double-blind, randomised 8-week study of the safety and efficacy of venlafaxine extended release (ER) compared to fluoxetine in patients with moderate to severe depression. 2000.

Tsaras 1981 YOE [published data only]

Tylee 1997 Y PC I IR [published and unpublished data]

Tyrer 1988 [published data only]

Tzanakaki00 Y M I IR [published and unpublished data]

Ucha 1990 [published data only]

Upward 1988 [published data only]

Valducci 1992 Y M I [published data only]

Vallejo87A Dysth YOC [published data only]

Vallejo87A Melan YOC [published data only]

Van Amerongen YO? [published data only]

Van De Merwe 1984a [published data only]

Van De Merwe 1984b [published data only]

van Gurp 02 Y O I AL [published data only]

Van Moffaert 1994 [published data only]

Vanelle 1997 [published data only]

Van Moffaert 95A Y I I [published data only]

Vartanian 1984 [published data only]
Vartanian FE. Effects of antidepressants in different populations. Farmakologie Toksicologie 1984;47:13-17.

Vartiainen 1994 YII [published data only]

Vaz-Serra 1994 [published data only]

Veith 1983 Y O E [published data only]

Versiani 1989 [published data only]

Versiani 1999 Y E [published data only]

Versiani 1999 Y M C [published data only]

Versiani 2000B Y I [published data only]

Vinar 1971 [published data only]

Vinar 1996 [published data only]

Vogel 1976 [published data only]

Volkers 2002 Y I I [published data only]

Volz 2000 Y O I P [published data only]

Volz 2002 [published data only]

von Bardeleben 1989 [published data only]

Von Bauer 1969 Y II [published data only]
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Wade 2002 E Y P I [published and unpublished data]

Wade 2003 Y P I [published data only]

Waite 1986 OII [published data only]

Wakelin 1986 [published data only]

Walczak 1996 Y M C [published data only]

Watanabe 1978 YII [published data only]

Weissman 1975 YOI [published data only]

Weissman 1992 [published data only]

Wernicke 1987 Y O I [published data only]


Wernicke 1988 Y O I [published data only]


wheatley 1975 [published data only]

Wheatley 1998 Y O I [published data only]

Wheatley 97 Y O I AL [published data only]


White 1990 [published data only]

WHO 1986 [published data only]

Wilcox 1994 Y O I [published data only]

Williams 1993 Y M E [published and unpublished data]

Wilson 2003 E P C [published and unpublished data]

Witte 1995 Y O I P [published data only]

Woelk 2000 Y O I A [published data only]

Wright 1976 YOI [published data only]

349 Wyeth ? O I IR [unpublished data only]

Wyeth600 XR [unpublished data only]

Yamaoka 1994 [published data only]

Yamhure 1977 [published data only]

Young 1979 [published data only]

Young 1987 Y O E [published and unpublished data]

Zanardi 1996 Y I I [published data only]

Zanardi 1997 Y I I [published and unpublished data]
Zanardi 1998 [published data only]

Zanardi 2000 (Italy) [published data only]

Zanardi 2001 [published data only]

Ziegler 1977 Y O I [published data only]

Zhang 2001 [published data only]

Zhao 1997 [published data only]

Zivkov 1995 Y I E [published data only]

Zusky 1988 Y ? AN [published data only]